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ABSTRACT
Extended radio sources are an important minority population in modern deep radio surveys,
because they enable detailed investigation of the physics governing radio-emitting regions such
as active galaxies and their environments. Cross-identification of radio sourceswith optical host
galaxies is challenging for this extended population, due to their morphological complexity and
multiple potential counterparts. In the first data release of the Low-frequency array (LOFAR)
Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS DR1) the automated likelihood ratio for compact sources was
supplemented by a citizen science visual identification process for extended sources. In this
paper we present a novel method for automating the host identification of extended sources by
using ridgelines, which trace the assumed direction of fluid-flow through the points of highest
flux density. Applying a new code, RL-Xid, to LoTSS DR1, we demonstrate that ridgelines are
versatile; by providing information about spatial structure and brightness distributions, they
can be used both for optical host identification and morphological studies in radio surveys.
RL-Xid draws ridgelines for 85 per cent of sources brighter than 10 mJy and larger than
15 arcsec, with an improved performance of 96 per cent for the subset >30 mJy and >60
arcsec. Using a sample of sources with known hosts from LoTSS DR1, we demonstrate that
RL-Xid successfully identifies the host for 98 per cent of the sources with successfully drawn
ridgelines, and performs at a comparable level to visual identification via citizen science. We
also demonstrate that ridgeline brightness profiles provide a promising automated technique
for morphological classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In order to better understand the role of active galactic nuclei (AGN)
jets in galactic feedback processes one requires an in-depth knowl-
edge of jet interactions with their surrounding medium (e.g. Hard-
castle et al. 2019). Such jets are found in radio galaxies, where they
demonstrate their presence through the synchrotron radiation emit-
ted by charged particles carried out to large distances. AGN jets can
reach megaparsecs in size and are extremely powerful in terms of
★ E-mail: bonny.barkus@open.ac.uk
kinetic luminosity and radiative signatures, emitting over the entire
electromagnetic spectrum (Worrall 2009; Hardcastle et al. 2016).
Observations of jet interactions with their environment can reveal
properties such as velocity, energy density and magnetic field con-
tent, while measurements of the jet parameter can be used to make
inferences about the environment itself (e.g. De Young 1991). Prop-
erly characterising physical properties such as age and size for the
extended sources in a radio galaxy population allows models of
radio galaxy impact to be fully tested (e.g. Hardcastle et al. 2019).
Surveys such as EMU (Evolutionary Map of the Universe)
withASKAP (Australian SquareKilometreArray Pathfinder), (Nor-
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ris et al. 2011), MIGHTEE (The MeerKAT International GHz
Tiered Extragalactic Exploration) Survey with MeerKAT (Jarvis
et al. 2017) and LoTSS (The LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey) with
LOFAR (Shimwell et al. 2019) as SKA (Square Kilometre Array)
precursors are expected to observe millions of sources each when
completed. The science goals of radio continuum surveys are to
understand many aspects of the universe including the evolution of
active galactic nuclei (Smolčíc 2016), star formation (Beswick et al.
2015; Shimwell et al. 2017), and galaxy clusters (Shimwell et al.
2017; Hardcastle et al. 2019). For all of the scientific aims of these
surveys, redshifts are needed and must be obtained by finding the
counterparts to radio sources in optical/infrared (IR) surveys.
Cross-identification is the matching of radio sources with op-
tical/IR sources from other surveys, and it is an essential step to-
wards obtaining the redshifts that are needed to determine physical
quantities such as luminosity and source size. This essential task is
made difficult because of the extended nature of some radio sources
(Williams et al. 2019; Kondapally et al. 2021). A further challenge
for many radio surveys in obtaining redshifts is the lack of high-
quality photometric data to determine good photometric redshifts.
AGN are harder to obtain reliable photometric redshifts for and
a method which works for one astronomic population (e.g. AGN)
will not be as successful on another (Duncan et al. 2019; Salvato
et al. 2019). However, with wide area data such as PanSTARRS
and AllWISE, photometric redshifts can be determined provided
the radio source host galaxy can be identified (Duncan et al. 2019).
Upcoming radio surveys present even greater cross-identification
challenges due to the increased volume of data.
Identification of possible host candidates, when cross compar-
ing catalogues with a range of resolutions, has often been carried out
using the Nearest Neighbour technique (Kimball & Ivezi´c 2008).
Although successful for some earlier surveys, this is not practical
for cross-identification over multiple wavelengths as this method
can produce multiple possible matches to extended sources where
the nearest neighbour ID can be wrong (Kondapally et al. 2021).
The likelihood ratio method (Richter 1975) helps by statistically
determining when to accept a possible counterpart depending on
the properties of the radio source and the potential optical/IR host.
With the larger catalogues being produced by new and upcoming
surveys, the increased volume of data will lead to a higher num-
ber of extended sources (or potentially multi-component sources)
observed, and multiple matches to be interpreted.
Automated methods are needed to deal with the great volume
of data and to improve the characterisation of extended sources.
Methods of cross-identification include variations on the likelihood
ratio method (e.g. Richter 1975); this class of methods uses statis-
tical determination of the likelihood of an optical/IR source being
a matching counterpart to a radio source, based on parameters in-
cluding separation, colour and magnitude of the sources, along with
their associated errors. There also exist techniques using Poisson
Probability Downes et al. (1985), and Bayesian methods of hy-
pothesis testing Fan et al. (2015) for component matching of radio
sources with realistic morphology. The success of the likelihood
ratio method can be limited by sources which are too large and
complex (see Pineau et al. 2016). In some circumstances the source
finder is unable to correctly group separate components of large
sources, or incorrectly groups multiple sources together, and the
likelihood ratio is unable to correct for this (Williams et al. 2019).
In these instances when automated methods cannot be used, other
visual classifications have been developed, such as Radio Galaxy
Zoo (Banfield et al. 2015), where citizen science is used to identify
host galaxies. This can be time consuming, as multiple classifica-
tions are needed per radio source.
In this paper we consider a novel idea for automated host iden-
tification, and potentially morphological classification, of extended
radio sources: the use of spatial information in the form of ridge-
lines. From the late 1970’s the concept of tracing the direction of
fluid flow along a jet using the radio brightness has been used, es-
pecially in the context of dynamical modelling (see Blandford et al.
(1978); Icke (1981); Gower et al. (1982); Condon (1984); Hunstead
et al. (1984)). More sophisticated ridgeline analysis and algorithmic
approaches, such as the one presented in this paper, are largely asso-
ciated with VLBI studies (see Britzen et al. (2010); Karouzos et al.
(2012); Perucho et al. (2012); Vega-García et al. (2019)). Similar
techniques have been used to study other types of source, such as
the x-ray binary jet SS433 (e.g. Blundell & Bowler 2004). Total
intensity ridgelines based on the method of Pushkarev et al. (2017),
where the integrated intensity is equal on both sides of the ridgeline,
have been used by multiple authors to investigate properties of the
ridgelines themselves, such as their spectral index and the electric
vector position angle (see Li et al. (2018); Pushkarev et al. (2019);
Kravchenko et al. (2020); Lico et al. (2020)).
Morphological classification of extended radio sources is an-
other process which has recently been automated, for example by
LoMorph (Mingo et al. 2019)1 and plays an important role in the un-
derstanding of feedback processes. Traditionally, radio-loud AGN
are divided into two Fanaroff and Riley (FR) morphologies; FRI
and FRII. These are defined based on the ratio of the distance be-
tween the region of highest brightness and the core on each side,
and the full length of the corresponding side. If the ratio < 0.5,
where the peak of the brightness is near the core, it is an FRI and if
the brightest peak is near the edge of the lobes, giving a ratio > 0.5,
it is an FRII (Fanaroff & Riley 1974). Surface brightness profiles
along ridgelines therefore have the potential to be used as a means
to classify extended radio sources.
In this work we make use of surface brightness information
via ridgelines to improve the automated likelihood ratio method for
host identification, and reduce the number of sources going to hu-
man classification such as Radio Galaxy Zoo. In this way we both
speed up the identification of an optical/IR counterpart and lower
the chances of human error associated with visual inspection. We
also extend our investigation to automated morphological classifi-
cation, further demonstrating the versatility of ridgelines in radio
astronomy.We introduce the radio and optical/IR catalogues in Sec-
tion 2, followed by ridgeline code introduction and examples given
in Section 3 (with more details given in the Appendix A) . We then
use ridgelines to define and generate Surface Brightness Profiles in
Section 4.We follow this by applying both ridgelines and the optical
host properties, magnitude and colour, in Section 5. We summarise
our results in Section 6.
2 DATA
Wewish to investigate whether a ridgeline-based host identification
method can obtain results comparable to those from visual anal-
ysis of extended sources. The LoTSS DR1 value-added catalogue
(Williams et al. 2019) provides a large set of extended radio sources
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izen science approach, built on the Zooniverse platform. Although
a citizen science approach was used for DR1, the classifications
were performed by experts in the field which is likely to have im-
proved the reliability of the results. In this work, we therefore adopt
the DR1 LGZ identifications as the truth set used for comparing
our results. We have further tested the reliability of the LGZ truth
set by examining the subset of our sample of large, bright sources
for which a compact FIRST source consistent with a radio core is
present (62 per cent of our sample), finding that for 97 per cent of
sources with a bright, compact FIRST source in a plausible host
location, the LGZ host ID coincides with the FIRST core. This is
not surprising, as the FIRST contours were available as part of the
LGZ visual process. We are therefore confident that it forms a use-
ful truth set that represents the state of the art in host identification
for large extended source samples, and so provides the best testing
ground for our method, although we note that the LGZ catalogue
is not perfect, with a small number of source matches resulting in
incorrect IDs. As discussed in Section 6, optimising the method for
rejection of sources with no valid host will be the subject of future
work with the upcoming second data release of LoTSS.
The data is taken from LoTSS DR1 (Shimwell et al. 2019;
Williams et al. 2019), a 120 – 168 MHz continuum survey which
covers 424 deg2 of the northern hemisphere at a resolution of 6
arcsec (giving 1 pixel ≈ 1.5 arcsec). LoTSS DR1 contains 318,520
sources where 73 per cent have optical counterparts (Williams et al.
2019).We selected our final sample from the 23,344 sources defined
as radio loud AGN by Hardcastle et al. (2019) and compared against
the combined optical/IR Pan-STARRS andAllWISE catalogue used
by Williams et al. (2019). We chose to focus on AGN during the
method development stages to avoid contamination from large star-
forming galaxies. We note, however, that initial testing indicates
that while the method is motivated by jet morphologies, it also
performs successfully on extended star-forming galaxies, because
their emission is typically symmetric about the major axis with a
centrally located peak. The Williams et al. (2019) dataset includes
fully associated components and so it is important to remember
that the problem of associating components is beyond the scope of
this paper. It is assumed this will be done by other means prior to
the application of our methods, although there is the potential of
extending the use of ridgelines to this problem as well.
The shape and sizes of the sources were obtained and cata-
logued using the Python source detection code, PyBDSF (Mohan
& Rafferty 2015; Shimwell et al. 2019; Williams et al. 2019). For
LoTSS DR1 Williams et al. (2019) used a decision tree to select
which sources were to have their hosts determined automatically
and which went to a visual classification. The large and bright radio
sources, most likely to require visual classification, were defined to
have a major axis > 15 arcsec and flux density > 10 mJy. Those
sources smaller than 15 arcsec with nearby companions were con-
sidered as possible unassociated components of complex sources,
and were inspected again before being sent to LGZ for visual clas-
sification if needed.
We carried out initial development of the method, using a
dataset containing 991 of the largest and brightest sources (with
total flux density > 30 mJy and a size > 60 arcsec, described in
Sections 3 through to 5.1). Source size is a necessary input param-
eter for our method (see Section 3.1); however, the Williams et al.
(2019) catalogued sizes are only rough approximations for com-
plex extended sources in which multiple PyBDSF components have
been associated. We therefore, instead, make use of the source sizes
determined by Mingo et al. (2019) using the LoMorph code. The
Mingo et al. (2019) sizes are calculated from an image thresholded
at the higher of 4 times the RMS or 1/50 of the peak brightness
by determining the greatest distance between two non-zero pixels
assumed to be part of the source. We later explore the performance
of our method over a wider range in source parameters, as described
fully in Section 5.5.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the performance
of our method and the identification methods of Williams et al.
(2019) and LGZ, we use the same parent catalogue of potential
host galaxies. The optical/IR catalogue includes the sources from
Pan-STARRS 3𝜋 survey (Chambers et al. 2016) and the AllWISE
catalogue (Wright et al. 2010) in the same sky area as LoTSS DR1.
In total there are over 26.5 million sources which are detected in
either Pan-STARRS, AllWISE or both (Williams et al. 2019). The
potential hosts in the radio sample are allowed a maximum optical
error for both RA and DEC of < 0.3 arcsec. This selection excludes
a small subset (105,407, 0.395 per cent) of potential hosts with
poorly constrained positions (RA and DEC errors over 1 arcsec)
from the optical/IR catalogue which could affect the cross-matching
probability. Throughout this work magnitudes are in the AB system
(Oke & Gunn 1983).
3 METHOD FOR RIDGELINE CHARACTERIZATION
Using a similar approach to Pushkarev et al. (2017), we wrote a new
code (RL-Xid) to generate total radio emission intensity ridgelines
and investigate their application towards optical host identification
and morphological classification of radio sources. A ridgeline is
defined as a piecewise linear pathway of connected points of highest
intensity, separated by a full width of a telescope beam.
In the case of AGN jets, a ridgeline is intended to trace the
direction of fluid flow. Under the assumption that jets are generated
by the supermassive black holes residing at galactic centres, and
that the radio emission is typically laterally symmetric about the
direction of the jet flow, each ridgeline should pass through (or near
to) the centre of its optical/IR host.
3.1 Methods
RL-Xid3 is written in Python using standard packages as well as
Sci-Kit Image4 (Van Der Walt et al. 2014), Astropy5 (Astropy Col-
laboration et al. 2013; Price-Whelan et al. 2018), and PyRegion6.
Figure 1 shows the workflow of the code involving three main parts,
each of which are described below in detail. RL-Xid acts on a set of
input image arrays, to which a threshold has been applied to mask
extraneous emission. The threshold is set at the higher of (i) 4 times
the locally measured RMS noise, or (ii) 1/50𝑡ℎ of the source’s peak
flux density. The latter dynamic range criterion was found to pro-
vide an optimal threshold for image analysis of bright sources in this
dataset by Mingo et al. (2019). There are two outputs for each input
source, text files tracing the ridgeline and an image of the source
with the ridgeline traced on top of it. If a source has a successfully
drawn ridgeline it is defined as a Completed source, and the code
generates two joint text files, each containing information on the lo-
cation of the ridge points, the angular difference in radians between
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Figure 1. The workflow of RL-Xid. There are three main stages in the code: Image Preparation, Initial Ridgeline Detection and Ridgeline Tracing. The various
routes by which the code can produce an error and pass the source out as a Failed are shown with the dashed lines. The different processes carried out by the
code are shown in the rectangular boxes with the decision restrictions in the diamond boxes. The full sample size is given in the Image box and the number of
sources passed out as each type of Failed is given, as a percentage of the full sample (black text) and as a percentage of the total number of Failed (blue text).
The final number of Completed and Failed sources is given as a percentage of the full sample. A detailed description of the process is given in Section 3.1
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code also generates an image of the source after the image prepara-
tion steps described in the following Section, with the ridge points
overlaid and joined to form the ridgeline (see Figure 2). If the code
fails at any point during the process the source is deemed a Failed
source and the processed image is stored and a file containing a list
of all the sources and type of error is produced. The key steps in the
process are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
3.1.1 Image Preparation
The image is first prepared to remove any non-associated sources
and extraneous emission. This confines the ridgeline process to
emission contained within the source of interest. The component
masking and FloodFill codes from LoMorph (Mingo et al. 2019)
are applied in order to mask nearby non-associated PyBDSF com-
ponents, and remove extraneous emission not related to associated
components from the cut-out. The component masking and flood-
fill stage enables the masking of all emission not associated with
the source, and is explained in full detail in Section 2.2 of Mingo
et al. (2019). In summary, a mask is made that contains all pixels
within the Williams et al. (2019) catalogued Gaussian components
associated with the source, and excludes any nearby components
catalogued as not associated; the Python skimage.measure label7
routine is then used to identify connected islands of emission, which
are used to extend the source’s outer boundary beyond the Gaussian
components to include any connected emission. In this way a source
mask is generated that excludes background noise, artefacts and
faint uncatalogued sources, as well as nearby bright sources. This
careful masking of unassociated emission from around the source
is essential to ensure the ridgeline traces only associated emission
and does not extend beyond the boundary of the source. Finally, the
image is smoothed through a convolution using a cross shaped, cen-
tre weighted kernel. The convolution is performed to help remove
any localized edge effects due to the component masking. Erosion
is an skimage.morphology function8 which is performed, using an
octagonal kernel, to emphasise the brightest regions in the image
above a given threshold. The octagonal kernel represents the LO-
FAR beam shape, and as the erosion function minimises the pixel
values over this area (centred on the centre pixel), this highlights
the brighter areas whilst enlarging the fainter ones. The erosion
and convolution kernels were carefully tested to make sure that the
optimal size and weight were used to balance the amount of image
eroded and noise remaining. A kernel size of just below beamwidth
was found as optimal; see Figure 1 and Figure 2.
3.1.2 Initial Ridgeline Detection
As the ridgeline is intended to trace the pathway of highest flux den-
sity in the radio source, the maximum brightness inside the source
region is taken as the initial point. This maximum is calculated as
the pixel inside the source region with the highest value. This guar-
antees the ridgeline passes through the brightest point of the source,
which in many cases will coincide with an AGN core or hot spot
region, which we would also expect to lie along the ridgeline and




































































Figure 2. Three images showing the process of generating a ridgeline (1
pixel ≈ 1.5 arcsec). (a): the source cut-out before the ridgeline process
takes place; (b): a close up of the source after it has been eroded, showing
enhancement of the brightest regions; (c): a zoomed-in image to illustrate
the different stages of the ridgeline process (see text for full description).
The black cross is the initial starting point, the magenta triangles represent
the search sectors, the cyan dots represent the located ridge points, the white
circles represent the masked out areas around the previous points and the red
arrows show how the points are joined together to form the final ridgeline.
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Figure 3. The figure shows four examples of successfully drawn ridgelines (1 pixel ≈ 1.5 arcsec). (a): A simple straight source with a ridgeline. (b): A more
complex, curved source demonstrating the ridgelines capacity to follow the path of the radio galaxy. (c): A wide angled tail radio galaxy with the morphology
clearly demonstrated with the ridgeline. (d): An example where the ridgeline has successfully jumped from one part of the emission to another in an FRII.
The initial directions, in which RL-Xid searches for the ridge-
line steps, are determined by finding the first two local maxima
closest to the initial point. If there is only a single maximum found
then the complementary direction at ±𝜋 radians is taken (see Figure
2). If no direction can be determined, the initial point is masked,
and a new maximum is located by taking the pixel with the next
highest value within the source regions. The erosion and direction-
finding processes are iterated until starting directions are found or
a maximum number of iterations is achieved (see Figure 1). The
initial directions form the centres of two initial search sectors. As
given in Table 1 the step size of the code, R, is set to 5 pixels. This is
roughly the same size as a beam’s width, with 1 pixel ≈ 1.5 arcsec
and an angular resolution of 6 arcsec. Further optimisation of Rmay
improve the performance of the code in particular situations. After
exhaustive testing, a half sector size was set as 𝑑𝜙 = 60 degrees. This
produces optimal results between ridgelines that are too straight to
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Table 1. A list of the adjustable parameters in the code. The name of the
parameter is listed along with the current value used with LoTSS DR1, and a
description of how it is used. These parameters are likely to require adjusting
according to survey specifications.
Parameter Value (units) Description
R 5 (Pixels) Starting step size between each
ridge point. Set to LOFAR beam
size in pixels.
𝑑𝜙 60 (degrees) Half size of the search sector.
rdel/ddel ± 0.000416667 The degree to pixel colorred con-
version factor, currently set to the
LoTSS configuration.
Rad 2.5 (Pixels) Radius of the mask over an unsuc-
cessful initial point determination.
Set to the resolution of the LoTSS
beam.
ipit 6 The number of iterations of reat-
tempts on the initial point func-
tion.
Rmax 0.95 × source size The total length permitted for each
half of the ridgeline.
Jlim 0.4 × source size The limit on the ridgeline length
at which it is permitted for the al-
gorithm to perform a ’jump’.
Jmax source size The maximum distance to which
a ridgeline can search when per-
forming a ’jump’.
be representative and those that, in some situations, tended to turn
back towards the centre rather than continuing along the extent of
the source.
3.1.3 Ridgeline Tracing
Having masked all but the initial search sectors, an annular slice of
the sector is searched for a maximum brightness value. This slice is
created by masking the previous point and any points greater than R,
typically leaving only a segment of pixels, as shown in Figure 2. If
the search area is empty, the search is repeated; increasing the width
of the segment by increasing R one pixel at a time. This continues
until either a value is found, or R has increased to be greater than
Rmax; see Table 1. The Rmax parameter, which sets the overall ridge-
linemaximum length, is set to a value related to the input catalogued
source size, obtained as described in Section 2. The motivation for
relating Rmax to source size is that we would expect for typical mor-
phologies, allowing for source bends, the overall ridgeline length is
unlikely to exceed the total source extent by more than a factor of
∼2. As we generate the two ridgeline halves separately, and in some
cases the starting point is not the source centre, there is a trade-off
between the edge cases of (i) highly asymmetric sources that should
not be restricted from completing their path and (ii) complex, more
amorphous objects where too large a value of Rmax will lead to a
ridgeline that continues to explore regions of lower dynamic range
after it reaches close to the source edge, leading to ’looping’ (see
Appendix A). Our strategy of increasing R where emission is not
found within the search region allows the ridgeline to jump any
nearby gaps in emission, for example in an FRII morphology where
an emission-free region between the two lobes may be present; this
is demonstrated in Figure 3.
Once a maximum point has been determined it becomes the
starting point for the next step. The previously identified point is
recorded and masked out in a circle of radius R. This prevents any
future searches in the area from selecting the previous points or
nearby points within a beam area. A search sector is created on the
newly identified starting point, with a direction centred using the
brightness-weighted average of the previous annular search slice,
see Figure 2. From here the point determination is repeated. Again,
if the search area is empty, R is increased until a new point can be
found (i.e. the ridgeline is permitted to ‘jump’ empty regions), or
restrictions aremet. Here the length is restricted again to Rmax; how-
ever, the jump is only permitted if the ridgeline is under Jlim and
must not exceed Jmax in total, see Table 1 for definitions and val-
ues. This helps prevent the ridgeline from extending to any possible
remaining external un-associated emission.
Similarly to Rmax, the values of Jmax and Jlim were deter-
mined through a series of tests and visual checks for quality, andwill
need to be adjusted for different surveys. These values optimized
the successful outcomes and the quality of the ridgelines by reduc-
ing issues such as extending to nearby sources, and maximizing the
number of FRII jumps achieved.
After the first point in each direction has been determined,
the process iterates until ridge points can no longer be located.
The ridgeline is completed when the restrictions are met, or when
no viable points are found within the search sector , as shown in
Figure 1. The final step outputs the information about the ridgeline’s
individual points as a text file. This includes the location of the ridge
points in pixels, the angular direction of the ridge points in radians,
and the length of the ridgeline. An image of the source with an
overlay of the ridge points plotted and connected (see Figure 3), is
saved for visual comparison. Using Figure 2 the complete ridgeline
definition process can be summarised as:
(i) Initial point is found (black cross)
(ii) Initial direction and search sectors are located - If not, source
flagged as a Failed
(iii) Initial points are determined - If not, flagged as a Failed
(iv) Search sectors are placed at the first ridge points in the
direction from the initial point (magenta triangles are examples of
how the sectors appear)
(v) New ridge points are determined (cyan dots) - If the search
area is empty the step size can increase to allow for bridging of gaps
in emission
(vi) Previous points are masked around, with a radius one step
size (white circles)
(vii) The most recent ridge points are used for search sectors
(viii) Repeat steps (iv) to (vii) until the end of the source is
reached, or the ridgeline is greater than Rmax
(ix) Ridgelines are completed for both directions
(x) The information about the ridgeline is printed to a text file
and an image of the source is produced with the ridge points (cyan
dots) joined together (red arrows), leading out from the initial point
(black cross) overlaid on it.
Throughout the ridgeline creation process there are stepswhere
the code can fail and output a Failed source, see Figure 1. During
the FloodFill process, cataloguing errors and mismatching com-
ponent information causes the sources to fail. There is a chance a
source may fail the Erosion process, mainly due to rare catalogue
errors creating empty source images. The Failed source is desig-
nated as having an ID Out of Region when these catalogue errors
produce incorrect cut-outs; the initial point is deemed to be outside
the initial search area. Assuming no cataloguing errors occur, if
the initial point iterations exceeds the ipit parameter (see Table 1
for definition and value) without finding initial directions then the
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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source has failed due to lack of suitable initial points. Likewise,
when searching for the first points, if a value is not found within
Rmax the source is classed as a Failed. This may occur where the
initial point is on one lobe and the diagonal distance to the other lobe
is greater than Rmax, or where the initial point is on the edge of the
source and there is no first point to be found in one direction. Both
first points must be found for a source to continue to Completion.
3.2 Results
This ridgeline drawing process has two possible outcomes: Com-
pleted, where a ridgeline has been drawn, orFailed. These outcomes
are discussed in detail in Appendix A. For 95.9 per cent of our
sample the code Completed. This generates output files containing
the numerical and graphical information. Examples of Completed
sources can be seen in Figure 3, where a variety of ridgelines are
shown demonstrating how they can pick out simple, straight struc-
tures in Figure 3a, to more complex, angled sources in Figure 3b.
This complexity can lead to distinguishing different morphologies
such as wide angled tail (Figure 3c) and narrow angled tail sources.
The Completed dataset are described in detail in Appendix A1; and
the Failed outcomes discussed in more detail in Appendix A2.
4 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS PROFILES
In addition to recording the positional information, RL-Xid also
records a surface brightness profile along the ridgeline, which may
be used as part of the optical identification process and for mor-
phological classification. The surface brightness (SB) profile is the
measurement of SB of the radio source at each point along the
ridgeline. A brightness-weighted average of nearby pixels is plotted
for a graphical representation of the profile of the ridgeline. The SB
profile shows the dips and peaks in brightness along the ridgeline.
Using the definition of FR classification (described in the introduc-
tion) it is expected that sources with FRI type morphology will have
SB peaks near the centre of their ridgelines. Likewise, those with an
FRII type structure will have two distinct peaks towards the ends of
the ridgeline, demonstrating the difference between FRI and FRII
sources, see Figure 4.
4.1 Categorisation of the Surface Brightness Profiles
In order to look at the SB profiles in more detail and use them
for host identification and morphological classification, the profiles
were classified according to the location of any dips or peaks. The
SB profiles were split into four different groups depending upon
the location of a minimum value along the ridgeline: Dips, Peaks,
Both and Neither. We considered the optimally sized central region
within which a peak or dip is expected to fall, and found the central
30 per cent of the source gave the best results. This method differs
from the original Fanaroff-Riley classification (Fanaroff & Riley
1974) where they excluded any compact component situated on the
central galaxy, and calculated their ratio from this central location.
If only a minimum value occurs within the middle 30 per cent
of the length of the ridgeline then the SB profile is classed as a
Dip. In order to determine if a minimum value is contained in the
middle 30 per cent the lowest three values of the SB profile are
taken. As the dips are meant to be global minima which are also
not the minima associated with the ends of the ridgeline, we start
with the lowest; the first step is to check to see if it lies at the end
of the ridgeline. This is expected, as the ridgeline will commence
Table 2. The table shows the percentage of surface brightness profiles which
are classified as either an FRI, FRII or Hybrid, in each of the Dip and Peak
groups.
Dips (%) (Number) Peaks (%) (Number)
FRI 16 (35) 71 (262)
FRII 59 (129) 11 (40)
Hybrid 25 (56) 18 (67)
or terminate at the edge of the source, possibly in an empty part of
the array. If the lowest point is at the end of the ridgeline the next
lowest point is chosen and checked. The three points are checked
in ascending order until one point not at the end of the ridgeline is
found. The location of this point along the ridgeline is compared
with the middle 30 per cent of the ridgeline. If it lies in this region
the source is classed as having a dip.
The ridge point with the highest associated SB is labelled the
peak and its location is checked against the middle 30 per cent of the
ridgeline. If only the maximum value and not the minimum value
is in this region the profile is designated a Peak. For those profiles
where both a dip and a peak are found in the central region they are
classed as Both, and if neither are found they are classed as Neither.
4.2 Comparison with LoMorph
As the data are a subset of the sample from Mingo et al. (2019)
this method of sub-dividing the SB profiles could be compared to
LoMorph’s classification of these radio sources to investigate the
potential of ridgelines for morphological identification. It should be
noted the LoMorph’s classification excludes any compact compo-
nent situated on the central galaxy. The LoMorph classification of
the sample sources as Star-Forming, Double-double, Fuzzy blobs,
Core-bright and Bad were left out, leaving a clean sample (88 per
cent of the SB profiles) of FRI (including wide angle tail (WAT)
and narrow angle tail (NAT)), FRII, and Hybrids. This was done
as a starting point to assess the capabilities of RL-Xid to perform
simple morphological classifications. The final sample fromMingo
et al. (2019) consists of 2106 sources of which∼60 per cent are FRI,
∼20 per cent FRII and ∼20 per cent are Hybrid. In comparison the
final SB groups show similar percentages across the Dip and Peak
groups (see Table 2).
Figure 5 shows a high number of FRI sources having SB pro-
files in the Peak group and the majority of the Dip SB profiles as
matching sources with FRII classification. As WATs and NATs are
subsets of FRIs (Owen & Rudnick 1976; Rudnick & Owen 1976;
O’Dea & Owen 1985; Hardcastle & Croston 2020) it is expected
that they make up a high number of the Peak SB profiles. Likewise,
as FRIIs and hybrids are thought to have similar morphologies
(Mingo et al. 2019; Harwood et al. 2020) the Dip SB profiles will
contain a high number of these classifications. Since Hybrids are a
heterogeneous population (Mingo et al. 2019), unsurprisingly they
do not fit neatly into any of the categories. This is the most likely
cause of the high number of Hybrids in the Both SB profile group
where both a peak and a dip were found in the central region. Like-
wise, some FRIIs have a structure with a bright central core and
emission gaps between lobes; this will increase the number of FRII
classified sources likely to appear in the Both SB profile group. In-
terestingly, the Neither SB profile group has a higher FRII content.
This group appears to be made up of sources with a fairly uniform
surface brightness, so unambiguous classification by any method is
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Figure 4. Two surface brightness profiles with the corresponding ridgeline in the top right insert. (a): The surface brightness profile for a wide angle tail (FRI).
(b): The surface brightness profile for an FRII. The profiles show the surface brightness for the distance along the ridgeline from one end. For the left hand
image the starting position on the SB profile corresponds to the upper leftmost end of the ridgeline, and in the right hand image the starting position corresponds
to the upper rightmost end of the ridgeline.
challenging. Table 2 and Figure 5 demonstrate a link between the
presence of a dip or peak in the middle 30 per cent of a ridgeline
and the morphology of a source.
In addition to using the SB information for morphological
classification,we alsowanted to explore its use in host identification.
For this purpose, we identified a location that characterised the most
likely host location given the surface brightness profile. Taking the
Dip SB profiles, which can be considered to have an FRII like
morphology with two outer peaks, the ridge point corresponding
to the location of the dip was recorded. All other sources recorded
the ridge point at which the maximum occurred. For the Peak SB
profiles, this was because of their FRI like morphology coinciding
with a central peak; for the Both SB profiles this included those with
FRI like tendencies and those FRIIs with bright central cores. For
the Neither SB profiles, the peak was taken as a starting point to
work with. In each group the distance between the host galaxy for
this source and the corresponding dip or peak is considered to be
the SB separation used in later calculations.
In conclusion, we have shown that RL-Xid is extracting useful
morphological information. Future work is planned to develop this
capability of the code further to enable more sophisticated classifi-
cations.
5 INCORPORATING RIDGELINES INTO HOST
IDENTIFICATION
Cross-identification for extended sources is an inexact science and
automated methods are becoming increasingly necessary to handle
large volumes of data containing increased numbers of extended or
multi-component sources. The aim of our work is to develop the
optimal likelihood ratio method for complex extended sources, in-
corporating spatial information from the ridgelines as well as exist-
ing catalogue information. This section compares how well several
different definitions of the host-galaxy/radio source positional offset
parameter (hereafter called "separation", and defined for each case
























Figure 5. The four surface brightness groups separated into by-eye classifi-
cations. This shows the percentage of each group, defined by the presence
of a peak or dip in the central 30 per cent of the ridgeline, matching each
LoMorph classification.
considered in Section 5.1) perform within a maximum likelihood
approach applied to extended sources whose hosts were originally
originally matched through LGZ. Building directly on Williams
et al. (2019)’s work, “radio” refers to the PyBDSF radio source
catalogue (LoTSS) and “optical” refers to the matching catalogue
(PanSTARRS/AllWISE), even though it contains IR sources.
Williams et al. (2019) used two methods to determine the op-
tical/IR counterparts of a radio source. The first is a likelihood ratio
(LR) which identifies the counterpart in a statistical fashion. Based
on work by Richter (1975); de Ruiter et al. (1977) and Sutherland
& Saunders (1992) the ratio of the probability of a source being a
true counterpart to it being a random interloper is used to statisti-
cally investigate whether an object at one wavelength is the correct
counterpart to an observed object at another wavelength. Williams
et al. (2019) considered magnitude, colour and distance from the
radio source and its potential counterpart, taking into account the
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uncertainties of each, and selected the host based on the LR for all
radio sources < 30 arcsec in size and all PyBDSF components <
30 arcsec in size which may have been incorrectly combined into
larger sources.
Out of the ∼320,000 sources in the LoTSS catalogue ∼12,000
went to LGZ for visual classification (Williams et al. 2019). Of the
950 sources analysed in this paper and classified asCompleted, 99.8
per cent (948) had their optical ID’s determined via LGZ. In the
following sections these 950 sources have been used to investigate
our adaption of the LR method described by Williams et al. (2019)
to incorporate ridgeline information.
5.1 Separation Parameters
Williams et al. (2019) use the separation between the flux den-
sity weighted LOFAR catalogue radio position and the position of
the possible optical counterpart. This method assumes the true ra-
dio and optical source positions are the same, and any separation
between the radio source and its counterpart is due to statistical un-
certainties. In what follows we use the "Centroid distance" to refer
to this separation measure; however, as discussed in Section 5.4,
we relax the underlying assumption regarding the statistical origin
of deviation between host and radio centroid so as better to reflect
the nature of extended source behaviour. We use Centroid distance
as a comparison to our ridgeline separation measure in the analysis
which follows.
The "Ridge distance" is the shortest separation between a pos-
sible counterpart and the ridgeline. It is the perpendicular distance
determined using the line segment joining the nearest two consec-
utive ridge points to the possible counterpart. If the perpendicular
line from the counterpart lies outside the line segment on the ridge-
line, then the distance to the closest ridge point is used. Similarly to
the original method the assumption is that within uncertainties the
true host should lie on the ridgeline. The SB separation, consisting
of the distance of the host to the morphological central feature, i.e.
peak or dip, as described previously (see Section 4.2) is the third
distance parameter which can be considered.
We carried out preliminary testing using only the radio pa-
rameters to investigate the performance of the three separation pa-
rameters. This demonstrated the promise of using a ridgeline-based
distance measure and also showed that combining with a radio
centroid-based measure showed potential. Our tests showed that
whilst the ridge distance performed comparably to the the centroid
distance, the best results were obtained by taking the geometric
mean of the two, rather than just taking the possible counterpart
with the highest LR using either separation. The SB distance mea-
sure performed less well and so has not been applied further in this
work; however, its use could be further explored after future code
refinements such as smoother profiles and improved peak detection.
5.2 Application of Magnitude and Colour
The combined optical catalogue of Pan-STARRS and AllWISE
sources has had no pre-filtering for astronomical objects such as
star forming galaxies, or stars. Radio jets are known to be associated
with hosts of particular colours and magnitudes, leading Williams
et al. (2019) to apply these parameters in their LR.
The LR Williams et al. (2019) used to statistically investigate
whether a source observed at one wavelength is the correct counter-
part (or host) to a source in another wavelength, is calculated as the
ratio of the probability of the source being the correct counterpart
over being a random source. This is given by:
𝐿𝑅 =
𝑞(𝑚, 𝑐) 𝑓 (𝑟)
𝑛(𝑚, 𝑐) (1)
where 𝑞(𝑚, 𝑐) is the a priori probability of a radio source having
a counterpart of magnitude, 𝑚, (split into fixed colour bins, c)
and 𝑛(𝑚, 𝑐) is the sky density per unit area (arcsec2) of objects
at this magnitude (split into the same colour bins, c). 𝑓 (𝑟) is the
probability distribution of the offset (Sutherland & Saunders 1992;
Williams et al. 2019). As with Williams et al. (2019), the following
methods were carried out using PanSTARRS i-band and AllWISE
W1 magnitudes and the resulting i - W1 colour.
5.3 Calculating 𝑞(𝑚, 𝑐) and 𝑛(𝑚, 𝑐)
In order to determine the probability distribution which reflects
the true distribution of host properties three alternative routes were
considered for 𝑞(𝑚, 𝑐) and tested using only the magnitudes.
(i) The first method investigated was the original technique by
Williams et al. (2019). This searches for sources with matching
magnitudes across all nearby sky patches, for all given radio sources.
However, Williams et al. (2019) were aiming to cross-match to the
full radio population and the extended sources being studied here
may well have a different range of properties.
(ii) The second distribution was created by selecting the clos-
est optical source to each LOFAR catalogue position. These were
selected because ∼50 per cent of these are known to be true coun-
terparts, from checking with LGZ. This can help counter any biases
from using only the known hosts as it is an almost even divide
between both counterparts and the whole population.
(iii) The final distribution was generated from the population of
950 known hosts, as this is the best representation of the host prop-
erties of complex, extended sources classified by LGZ. This is likely
to give overly good results when applied to the same population,
but better reflects the most appropriate approach to take with future
LOFAR survey sky areas where we can make use of the improved
knowledge developed with LoTSS DR1.
For (ii) and (iii) kernel density estimators (KDEs) (Pedregosa
et al. 2011) were generated (Gaussian kernel, bandwidth = 0.2, bin
size = 0.05) for both the i-band and the W1-band. Out of all three
methods, using the 𝑞(𝑚) in (iii) very slightly outperforms the other
two methods by at most less than 0.5 per cent, and so we adopted
option (iii) as this best represents the population of extended sources.
Applying colour, a 2D KDE (Gaussian kernel, bandwidth = 0.2, bin
size = 0.05) was generated for the known hosts of DR1 in colour
and magnitude for both the i-band and W1 band and were used as
𝑞(𝑚, 𝑐).
Due to the large number of sources in the optical catalogue a
random sample of 50 000were selected to form a 2DKDE (Gaussian
kernel, bandwidth = 0.2, bin size = 0.05) for colour and magnitude
in both bands for 𝑛(𝑚, 𝑐). Multiple samples were run and checked
to make sure they maintained the same properties.
5.4 The Separation Probability Function
Williams et al. (2019) define 𝑓 (𝑟) as the probability distribution of
the offset between the optical source and the flux density weighted
LOFAR catalogued position. We have taken 𝑓 (𝑟) to have the form:
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Table 3. The percentage of correctly identified hosts in the sample sets obtained using the Centroid and Ridge separations, the combination of both, and the
union of both. The results are split into three sections: the original large and bright group (Left most columns) those with a size over 60 arcsec and flux density
greater than 30 mJy; the full DR1 sample (Right most columns) everything over 15 arcsec and 10 mJy; and those of an intermediate size and flux density
(Centre two columns). The results are given first a a percentage of successes from the number of successfully drawn ridgeline sources in each category, and
secondly as a percentage of all the sources in the category.
S > 30 mJy and \ > 60 arcsec (950 Sample) 10 < S < 30 mJy and 15 < \ < 60 arcsec S > 10 mJy and \ > 15 arcsec (Full DR1 AGN)
Separation % Ridgelines % Group Total % Ridgelines % Group Total % Ridgelines % Group Total
Centroid 89.8 86.1 97.8 80.6 95.6 82.0
Ridge 91.5 87.7 96.8 79.7 95.3 81.7
Combined 92.4 88.6 98.0 80.7 96.4 82.7
Union 95.5 91.5 99.0 81.6 98.0 84.1
Using the previous distance-based investigations the best re-
sults were achieved through taking the geometric mean of the 𝑓 (𝑟)
of the centroid distance and the ridgeline distance. We therefore
tested the magnitude and colour LR formulation with the outcomes
of 𝑓 (𝑟) for each of the ridgeline and centroid distance definitions
separately.We note the formally correct distribution for the ridgeline
distance parameter is a 1D rather than 2D Gaussian. The method
performance for the Ridge distance is not found to differ signifi-
cantly if a 1D or 2D Gaussian distribution is used.
For the Ridge separation, maintaining the assumption that the
host will lie on the ridgeline within positional uncertainties gives
𝜎2 = 𝜎2rad + 𝜎
2
opt + 𝜎2ast. The astrometric uncertainty between the
optical and radio catalogues, was chosen to be 𝜎ast = 0.6 arcsec,
from Williams et al. (2019); the optical postional uncertainty for
each source, 𝜎opt, is taken from the optical catalogue and, after
extensive testing, we took 𝜎rad to be 3 arcsec (2 pixels). The choice
of 𝜎rad is related to the step and sector size (R and 𝑑𝜙), and is
the optimal setting for the LR given the systematic uncertainties
producing some of the issues discussed in Appendix A.
For the Centroid separation, as𝜎 represents the assumedwidth
of the distribution of the separation, 𝑟, we used the known distri-
bution of catalogue/host offsets for extended sources from LOFAR
DR1 to derive empirically that 𝜎 = 0.2 in units of the source size
(i.e. the host is typically within the central 40 per cent of the radio
source extent). This empirically derived distribution better accounts
for the known broad distribution of the centroid position host off-
sets, with the centroid separation taken as the distance from the
possible counterpart to the LOFAR catalogue position as a fraction
of the size of the source as given byMingo et al. (2019). Our method
emphasises the possible counterparts which are within the size of
the source, whilst reducing the impact from those further out.
As we are matching this set with the known hosts from LGZ,
all of which have AllWISE identifications, we chose to use only
the W1 magnitude as a parameter in Equation 1. LGZ found many
instances where an AllWISE source was present in the expected
location of a host, particularly for small double radio sources, but
no PanSTARRS source was present. We have chosen to use the W1
magnitude because it is more likely that a counterpart will exist in
this band. This may need adjusting for future datasets where there
is the possibility of detection in different bands.
5.5 Outcome of the Likelihood Ratio
The results from this analysis are shown in 3, and it is clear both
separation parameters perform well individually. The maximum
number of correct hosts which can be found, for the large and bright
sources (S > 15 mJy \ > 60 arcsec), is 95.5 per cent of the ridgeline
sample or 91.5 per cent of the full group. This number is obtained
via the union of both separations, with 816 correctly identified by
both separations, 38 correctly identified by the centroid separation
alone and the 54 identified by the ridgeline separation alone. This
demonstrates that automated methods of source identification can
be very successful for extended sources. Table 3 demonstrates that
the combination of the ridgeline and centroid, where the geometric
mean of the distance probability functions was taken before the LR
was calculated, successfully identified 92.4 per cent of hosts. For
future datasets in which the true hosts are not known, this method
is most suitable as it does not need prior information about which
distance parameter will perform best.
Having established the success of the cross-identification
method, we tested it on a wider range of flux density and source
sizes. RL-Xid was applied to all sources in the Hardcastle et al.
(2019) AGN catalogue which satisfy the criteria of a flux density
> 10 mJy and a size > 15 arcsec. There are 3964 sources meeting
the size and flux density requirements, of which RL-Xid success-
fully drew ridgelines for 3384 sources. The LR was then calculated
for these 3384 sources using the different separations and colour
and magnitude information in the same way as for the large, bright
source sample. The results are given in Table 3. We use the union of
the results from the different separation parameters in conjunction
with the host galaxies properties to produce a success rate of 98.0
per cent of correct host galaxies found. This can be attributed to
the slightly smaller sized sources than the original sample having a
smaller population of nearby galaxies from which to select possible
counterparts. This is demonstrated in the centre two columns of
Table 3, where the number of hosts found, as a percentage of the
ridgelines drawn, is 99.0 per cent in the AGN catalogue. These are
the intermediate sources which satisfy the criteria of having a flux
density between 10 and 30mJy and a size between 15 and 60 arcsec.
As this method will be applied to datasets with no prior hosts
determined, we also compare the combined Centroid and Ridge
separation results directly with the performance of the previous
host identification methods from Williams et al. (2019) for DR1.
In the full DR1 sample of 3946 sources, 33.7 per cent (1331) were
previously identified using Williams et al. (2019)’s original LR.
Of the 3384 where the ridgelines successfully drew, 28.7 per cent
(971) were already identified through their LRmethod. For the 3263
where the hosts were correctly identified through RL-Xid, 29.6 per
cent (965) were already known. For the remaining 121 unidentified
ones, 5.0 per cent (6) were already identified. In summary RL-Xid
was able to identify an additional 58.2 per cent (2298) hosts in the
selected full AGN sample compared to the LR in Williams et al.
(2019).
Of the 562 AGN meeting the size and flux density require-
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ments, for which ridgelines could not be drawn, most failed due
to catalogue errors or the sources being circular and centre bright.
This structure is ideal for identification through the original LR
method and indeed 64.1 per cent (360) of these hosts have already
been identified in this way, and it is therefore unlikely that these
sources would need to be identified using RL-Xid. For the remain-
ing sources where a ridgeline could not be drawn, using the centroid
is a viable method for determining counterparts.
6 SUMMARY
In LoTSS DR1 a likelihood ratio method was used to determine the
majority of IR/optical counterparts. This statistical determination
works very well for small, compact sources. However, for larger,
extended sources or those with a more complicated structure, for
example, where blending of multiple sources may occur, the citizen
science project LOFAR Galaxy Zoo was used to determine the host
galaxies.
As an alternative to this labour-intensive process we have de-
veloped RL-Xid to draw ridgelines and perform cross-identification
for extended radio sources. This method requires a given radio cata-
logue with correctly associated radio components for the non-single
component sources. In the full DR1 sample ∼76 per cent (2984) of
the sources were considered to be single component sources, there-
fore at least 25 per cent of sources would have to be associated. In
this paper we demonstrate:
(i) RL-Xid was able to draw ridgelines on 85.8 per cent of the
LoTSSDR1 sample of sources over 10mJy and 15 arcsec, including
95.9 per cent of the sources over 30 mJy and 60 arcsec.
(ii) Of the ridgeline sample group for the largest and brightest
sources (over 30 mJy and 60 arcsec), RL-Xid was able to correctly
identify 95.5 per cent of the hosts, using the union of the Cen-
troid and Ridge distance parameter results for the likelihood ratio
function. For the full LoTSS DR1 ridgeline sample, using the same
method, 98.0 per cent were correctly identified.
(iii) The fainter (between 10 and 30 mJy) and smaller (between
15 and 60 arcsec) source subset had 99.0 per cent hosts correctly
identified, mostly likely due to a smaller possible optical population
surrounding the source.
(iv) We have shown that the most successful method to be ap-
plied to a new dataset for which hosts are unknown is the combined
Centroid and Ridge probability distribution function for separation:
the likelihood ratio found 82.7 per cent of the full DR1 sample hosts,
where the previous likelihood ratio method had found 33.7 per cent.
RL-Xid identified 49.0 per cent more hosts, significantly reduc-
ing the number of possible sources requiring cross-identification
via LGZ, though association will still need to be performed. This
proportion could be increased by applying the centroid distance
parameter only in cases where a ridgeline could not be drawn.
(v) Preliminary results demonstrate the effectiveness of surface
brightness profiles as a complementary method of automated mor-
phological classification which is well matched to the outcomes of
LoMorph (Mingo et al. 2019).
This method shows the potential of automated methods for
cross-identification to be applied to extended sources. The intention
is for this method to be used in conjunction with the already existing
LR method for DR2 of LoTSS to help identify IR/optical counter-
parts and reduce the number of sources requiring classification via
the public LGZ. The testing of RL-Xid was carried out on data with
known hosts and pre-associated sources, so minor improvements
were applied when run on the LoTSS DR2 dataset. This includes
a LR threshold, chosen to reject objects with no visible host, and
code performance improvements, as more information about the
true distribution of the host properties is incorporated. Preliminary
testing of RL-Xid on the LOFAR DR2 is already showing good
performance results and as mentioned in Section 2 pre-filtering for
AGN does not appear necessary.
This method can be applied to data from surveys other than
LOFAR, for example it is currently being applied to a sample of
MeerKAT data. As well as being used for identifying host galaxies,
RL-Xid has shown the ability to be a useful tool in helping to auto-
mate other processes such as morphological classification through
SB profiles.
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APPENDIX A: RL-XID RESULTS
There are two possible outcomes of the ridgeline drawing for each
source. Completed, where the code has managed to find two initial
directions, first points and a series of points leading from them.
Completed sources create individual files holding information about
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Table A1.Results from the ridgeline drawing stage of RL-Xid on the sample
of 991 sources. It gives the percentages of Completed and Failed along with
the catalogue errors and analytical issues as a ratio of the whole 991 sample









Failed to FRII 1.0 1.1
Same Direction 0.8 0.8
Not Rep 1.8 1.9
Too Short 1.7 1.8
Failed (41) 4.1 % of Failed
FloodFill 1.1 27
Erosion 1.5 37
Initial ID Out of Region 0.9 22
Unable to find Initial Directions 0.5 12
Unable to find First Ridge Point 0.1 2
the ridgelines. The other possible outcome is a Failed, where the
code has failed at any of the possible points described above. These
Failed are recorded in an output file. The sample of 991 had a 95.9
per cent success rate (41 Failed, see Table A1); this is discussed in
more detail below.
A1 Completed
A Completed source is one where the code managed to complete
and draw a ridgeline in two directions from the initial point. A
visual inspection of the Completed sources was carried out to check
the quality of the ridgelines. Low quality ridgelines fall into two
categories; those which are caused by rare cataloguing errors and
those where the code has produced a ridgeline containing analytical
issues, as discussed below. These have produced ridgelines which
are faulty or misleading in some aspect. They may not necessarily
be unusable depending on the application of the ridgelines. The
catalogue errors occur with the Erosion and FloodFill functions.
Overlapping, un-associated sources ormis-identified components in
the catalogue can lead to large parts of the source being masked out,
see Figure A1. The code will have attempted to draw a ridgeline
for these sources given the emission present with varying degrees
of success. These cataloguing errors are evident in 1.5 per cent of
the sample; 1.1 per cent in the Completed sources (see Table A1)
and 0.4 per cent in the Failed. Examples of the analytical issues are
shown in Figure A2 and described below, stating their percentage
occurrence within the successfully drawn ridgelines:
Extended (2.1 per cent) (Figure A2a) – The ridgeline has jumped
or extended out of the apparent source into nearby, un-associated
emission. This is due to incomplete masking or flood filling, or
catalogue errors.
Looping (5.5 per cent) (Figures A2b and A2c) – The ridgeline
has managed to create a full loop in its pathway or has looped back
at the ends. Full loops are more often found in large sources where
the masking around the previous points fails to prevent a circular
pattern from occurring. For a source to be classed as having a loop
back the ridgeline has to take three or more steps returning towards

















Figure A1.An example of a low quality ridgeline produced from aMasking
or Flood Fill error (1 pixel ≈ 1.5 arcsec). A large portion of the source
has been masked either through an colorred overlapping source or a mis-
identified region, causing a completed but inaccurate attempt at a ridgeline.
the centre, without indication in the image of an associated tail or
back flow in the location of these ridge points.
FRII Jump Failed (1.1 per cent) (Figure A2d) – The ridgeline on
some FRII sources did not make the jump over the central emission
gap, or over a gap from the central core to one of the outer hot spots.
Both Same Direction (0.8 per cent) (Figure A2e) –Both ridgelines
have travelled in the same direction from the initial point. With
sources that have very even emission around the initial point this
can lead to both ridgelines heading in the same direction.
Not Representative (1.9 per cent) (Figures A2f and A2g) – The
ridgeline does not represent the believed pathway of the jet. In these
instances the correct path has not been determined and the ridgeline
has often travelled transverse to the source as in Figure A2g or has
been unable to correctly distinguish the separation between tails,
Figure A2f.
Too Short (1.8 per cent) (Figures A2h and A2i) – The ridgeline
is too short for the source. This may occur after an FRII jump and
might be because of the length restriction in place in the code (see
earlier discussion in Section 3.1.3).
The breakdown of how many catalogue errors and analytical
issues are present in the sample is given in Table A1 along with the
percentages in terms of the sample as a whole and of the Completed
sources. From Table A1 the catalogue errors account for∼1 per cent
and analytical errors for ∼13 per cent of the Completed outcomes.
It is intended in future releases of the code to further reduce the
effects of these errors.
As the initial point is the point of maximum flux density it is
expected this will coincide with the AGN core or hot spot region,
and for the purposes of cross-identification may be situated near to
the possible optical counterpart. Regardless of the analytical issues
the initial point is still present on the ridgeline and this allows for
cross-identification to take place in the majority of cases. All of
these analytical issues are morphological in nature, therefore up to
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Figure A2. Examples of the analytical issues creating low quality ridgelines in the successful sample (1 pixel ≈ 1.5 arcsec). These are explained in detail in
Section A1. (a): An example of an extended issue where the ridgeline has extended to nearby unassociated emission. (b): A ridgeline containing a full loop. (c):
An example where the end of the ridgeline has turned back on itself for at least three steps. (d): This ridgeline is an example where the FRII gap has not been
bridged. (e): Due to the even emission of this source the both halves of the ridgeline have travelled in the same direction. (f): On inspection this source would
appear to be a narrow angle tail source, the ridgeline drawn does not represent this. (g): The ridgeline does not represent the source and is instead transverse
to the expected direction. (h): The ridgeline has stopped short of the end of the source. (i): The ridgeline has bridged the gap in the emission, however it is not
long enough to reach the end of the source.
∼13 per cent of the Completed sources could produce morphologi-
cally misleading ridgelines. As the Completed ridgeline output files
contain further information regarding the location of the ridge point
on the array, the length of the ridgeline, and the angular change
in the ridgeline, further work investing these properties could be
affected in ∼13 per cent of the results.
A2 Failed
There are five possible ways for the code to produce an error; this
produced 41 (4.1 per cent) instances of Failed sources. Two in-
stances, Erosion and FloodFill fail through an inability to com-
plete their functions and are the cause of 63 per cent of the Failed.
The remaining Failed are due to the ridgeline not meeting the re-
quirements to be drawn, for example the ID Out of Region error
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discussed at the end of Section 3.1.3. The remaining two possi-
bilities are simply where the source is unsuitable for the ridgeline
process. Either after multiple attempts the initial conditions are not
satisfied (Unable to Find Initial Directions) or from the initial point
the first steps of the process are unable to begin (Unable to Find
First Ridge Point), see Figure 1.
As the RL-Xid algorithm lays search sectors for two ridge-
lines in opposite directions from the initial point, it is possible
certain morphologies might not be detected, such as narrow angle
tail (NAT) sources. Head-tail sources are narrow angle tail radio
galaxies, viewed edge on, which show sharp bends very close to
the core, making it hard to distinguish both tails (Simon 1978). The
cores of these radio galaxies lie close to one edge of the source and
may be prone to causing the code to fail due to its inability to find
a first ridge point in both directions. In order to check the effect
of this, the sample was visually reviewed for head-tail sources and
∼ 2 per cent (22) of the sample were found to be likely head-tail
candidates. Of these the Failed were visually inspected for these
cases and ∼27 per cent (6) possible candidates were found, ∼9 per
cent (2) were classed as Erosion errors. The remaining ∼18 per cent
(4) are possible candidates for failure as head-tail sources with an
outputted error of Unable to Find the First Ridge Point.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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